
Solid Surface 
for Healthcare

High demand, 
creative solutions
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Solid surface?
Solid choice

Hi, we’re Durasein. We make solid surface 
for creatives with big, bendy, twisty ideas.

We know high-traffic environments call 
for a high level of protection, especially 
when caring for those most vulnerable.

Our durable & antibacterial material can 
be utilized in a multitude of ways within 
the healthcare sector.

From waiting rooms and open space, to 
scrub rooms, showers and operating 
room walls, we’ve got the right stuff!

Rest easier knowing our material combats 
not only contamination, but everyday 
wear and tear as well.

DM5032
Cherrywood
Rooted
Collection
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Let’s redefine what 
wellness looks like
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PM6147
Blue Mist
Custom Order

DM5016
Naturale
Balanced
Collection
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Applications 
to outperform

Cabinetry
Durasein’s solid surface is  
light-weight, creating the perfect 
solution for cabinetry. Purpose-
built, without being limited by the 
material you are using.

Lab counters
Stain-, heat-, fire-, chemical-,  
and impact-resistant, non-toxic, 
non-porous, and antibacterial, 
need we say more? 

Common areas
Renewable, repairable, 
recyclable, and reusable.  
Solid surface is great for  
high-use areas with normal 
wear and tear, indoor and out.

Wall cladding
Not just a standard surface, 
Durasein can be used on  
wall applications that are  
easy to clean and seamless, 
creating limitless options.

Restrooms
Toilets, vanities, sinks, you  
name it. Our mold- and mildew- 
resistant surfaces are perfect  
for these high-touch areas.

Reception areas
Solid surface stands up to the 
test, every day. Scratch-resistant 
surfaces help protect your most 
important, yet undervalued spaces.



Even when you’re working with the critical demands of healthcare, 
you’re still a creative at heart. So it’s a thrill to find a material that’s both 
beautiful and built to perform. Made of two-thirds natural minerals and 
one-third acrylic resin and pigments, Durasein solid surface is the ideal 
material for inspiring healthcare environments.

Easy to clean
Low maintenance,  
stain resistant, and  
chemical resistant

Tough as nails
Impact resistant,  
scratch resistant,  
heat resistant and 
fire resistant

Smart surfacing
Renewable, reusable, 
repairable and recyclable

Safe & protected
Food safe, non-toxic, non-
porous, anti-bacterial, low 
VOC, and mold/mildew 
resistant

Built for dreamers
Limitless decors; seamless, 
thermoformable, and 
boundless ability in color 
and translucency

Notable marks
Greenguard, Greenguard 
Gold, NSF-51, ISO 9001, 
USGBC, ISFA, and a 
10 year warranty

Soaring aesthetics and 
standout performance.  
It’s every designer’s  
feel-good combo.
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DM5002
Weathered Wood
Lively 
Collection
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DM5033
Barnwood
Rooted
Collection

In today’s environment, stopping the spread of germs is more important 
than ever, and you can give your clients a head start by choosing 
materials that are up to the job. 

We’ve done extensive testing to make sure our material can stand  
up to the frequent cleaning and harsh chemicals needed to disinfect 
surfaces and minimize contamination. Rest assured that the same 
chemicals that can dull or disintegrate other materials won’t leave   
a mark on ours, even with everyday use. 

When you need rigorous performance but crave creativity, 
Durasein has your back.

Solid surface stands 
up to every test
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Curated for creatives 
With every style, shape and color carefully curated to meet your needs, our solid 
surface is ready to be crafted or custom made into anything you can dream up.
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DM3003 
Cumberland

DM3001* 
Sandalwood

DM3017 
Crema Risotto

DM3008* 
Bella Vista

DM3018 
Concrete

DM4001 
Nightfall

DM4004* 
Old Castle

DM3016 
Bellingham Grey

DM3002* 
Desert Sand

DM2001 
Oahu

DM2009
Coal

DM2002 
Parthenon

DM3005*
Platinum Grey

DM1001*
Arctic White

DM1002 
Natural White

DM1003 
Bone

DM1004*
Whiteout

DM2005* 
Chez Linen

DM3011* 
Glacier Tundra

DM3009* 
Odyssey

DM3015 
Iceberg

DM3012 
Silver Falls

*Top sampled colors for designers in healthcare.
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DM6002* 
Cheerful Yellow

DM6005* 
Outre White

DM6009 
Grape Green

DM6003
Bliss Blue

DM6001* 
Vitality Red

DM6004 
Energy Orange

DM6006 
Nocturne

DM6007
Coffee Bean

DM6008* 
Sea Blue

DM6012 
Spiritual Purple

*Top sampled colors for designers in healthcare.
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Balanced

Charming

Dreamy

DM5011
Harmony

DM5042
Light Haze

DM5012*
Serenity

DM5013*
Naturally

DM5016
Naturale

DM5017
Grigio

DM5018
Bianca 
Sabbia

DM5014*
Luna 

DM5015*
Eventide

Rooted

Lively

DM5001*
Harbor 
Mist

DM5004*
Volcano

DM5009*
Royal 
Carrera

DM5002*
Weathered 
Wood

DM5005*
Galaxy

DM5010*
Victoria 
Falls

DM5003*
Boardwalk

DM5033
Barnwood

DM5032
Cherrywood

DM5031
Hickory

Full sheet views shown below.*Top sampled colors for designers in healthcare.



Let’s talk 
Got a question? We’re always a 
phone call away and online anytime.

Customer support 
info@durasein.com 
866.509.6469

@duraseinsolidsurface 
durasein.com 
materialbank.com/durasein


